**BASIC CARE TIPS:** Your tank must be at least 10 gallons for small crabs with at least 6 in. of moist sand or coconut fiber bedding, plenty of extra (unpainted) shells, and climbing materials. Humidity must be at least 75% and temperature at least 75°F. Crabs need pools of both dechlorinated fresh and salt water (treated with aquarium salt, not table salt) and a variety of fruits & veggies. Never adopt only one crab, as these are social animals!

*Read full care instructions at PlightoftheHermies.org before adopting!*

---

**Help Stop the Cruel Crab Trade!**

Never purchase a hermit crab. Tell everyone you know about their plight.

Thousands of hermit crabs are languishing in cages like this. They need loving, fulfilling homes!

If you can care for them, adopt from someone who can’t.

---

Donate to save crabs!
Hermit crabs are complex animals who can live over 30 years in their wild natural habitat, the tropical seashore. As social beings, they thrive in large colonies, where they often sleep piled up together. When injured, the sensitive hermit crabs will rub and nurse at a wound.

Every single land hermit crab sold in souvenir shops – thousands upon thousands every year – has been ripped from the wild, as these animals do not readily breed in captivity. After purchase, many do not live for more than a few months. They spend their short captive lives in tiny, barren cages, slowly perishing from suffocation because they need high humidity to breathe. Many crabs are poisoned by the toxic paint on their shells, which they are callously forced into. Hermit crabs don’t care if they’re pink or purple, but they pay with their lives because we do.

The hermit crab trade consumes thousands of shells from the ocean every year, depriving wild crabs of already scarce homes. Please, help end the plight of the hermies. Never purchase a hermit crab; always adopt a crab in need.

Visit PlightoftheHermies.org for more information!